
Remote Area Medical
Free Medical/Dental/Vision Clinic 

July 13 and 14, 2019 
Pioneer Cellular Event Center, SWOSU

Weatherford, OK

“What is Remote Area Medical ?”
Remote Area Medical (RAM®) is a major nonprofit provider of free mobile clinics. Our mission is to prevent pain and alleviate 
suffering by providing free, quality healthcare to those in need. It’s made possible by volunteer medical, dental and vision 
professionals, general volunteers and sponsors.  We will treat as many patients on a first-come first-served basis as we can, 
based on the number of volunteers we have. 

“What services will be provided?”
Patients will have the ability to choose either dental, vision, physician or women’s services care.  Dental patients can receive 
cleanings, fillings or extractions.  Vision patients will receive an eye examination and will have a pair of glasses made on site, if 
prescribed.  A limited number of mammograms and pap tests will be offered to women.  General physicians will be able to conduct 
physicals and run a limited number of lab tests, if necessary.

“Will root canals or dentures be available?”
No.  Unfortunately, the procedures are too time-consuming for this event.

“Can I get glasses and dental work?”
In an effort to provide as many patients with care as possible, patients will have to chose a primary service to receive first.  If 
possible, patients will be able to get back in line to receive a second type of service.  (RAM triage assistants may require patients 
seeking dental or vision care to be examined by a physician first.)

“Who can receive care?”
RAM patients will be seen on a first-come, first-served basis regardless of income or immigration status.  However, patients will 
have the opportunity to be screened for Medicaid eligibility, which could help meet their future health care needs. Minors must be 
accom-panied by a parent or legal guardian. 

“Where is the event to be held?”
The clinic will be held on the Pioneer Cellular Event Center, SWOSU Campus,  900 N. 7th Street, Weatherford, OK. 

“What time do I need to get in line?”
Volunteers will begin providing care at 6 a.m. each day, but you must have a patient number to receive care.  We will begin passing 
out patient numbers after 3 a.m. in the front of the Pioneer Event Center.  (Once you receive a number, you cannot 
leave the area without forfeiting that number.) 

“Will I be fed while waiting for care?”
No. Some snacks will be available to diabetics and children, but patients should come prepared to wait several hours for care at the 
event.  Be sure to bring a day’s worth of medications, snacks and baby supplies. Water and restrooms will be provided.

“What is the temperature going to be?”
Temperature can change at a moments notice! This event will take place in July in Western Oklahoma.  All possible effort 
will be made to keep waiting patients cool, but RAM recommends patients bring, umbrellas, water bottles, squirt bottles, 
coolers, fans, chairs, etc. Please be extra cautious.

Volunteers Needed
We need volunteers of all kinds. For details and to sign-up online, go to volunteer.ramusa.org. 
For more information call 865-579-1530 or go to RAMUSA.ORG
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